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Town of Waldoboro 

Communications and Technologies Committee held via Zoom 

Monday, November 2, 2020 

1. Call to Order 

Attending members at 5:30pm start time is Reuben Mahar, Richard Hoffses, and Robert (Bob) Butler. 

Director of Planning, Max Johnstone, is attending and recording the minutes. 

Guests: Shawn Caron and CJ Knight from FirstLight 

 

2. Minutes 

Minutes were not addressed. 

 

3. FirstLight 

FirstLight owns section of dark fiber that runs throughout Maine, including through Waldoboro. They have begun looking 

at Fiber-to-the-Home expansion plans for municipal projects and commercial interests. This involves the Town of 

Waldoboro becoming an ISP to be responsible for the distribution of data to residential homes and would use FirstLight 

for the expansion and potential maintenance of the system. It costs roughly $33,000 per mile for the construction of the 

network, and FirstLight usually seeks a return halfway through the project. Later in the meeting, CJ mentioned that the 

Town’s pricing model could be made so the Town can make additional revenue from their fiber network. Near the end of 

the portion of this meeting, Bob mentioned that he would love to see the Town become an ISP and have revenue go 

towards the system. 

From his perspective, CJ would suggest residential clusters like Medomak Mobile Home Park as a high potential for 

expansion since it is not too far from an existing dark fiber line and will likely get the highest return. The bonus with Miller 

school’s location allows a technical equipment to also be installed and improve the local connection. 

Reuben mentioned that the CTC is limited in their scope but is interested in the types of services and models that FirstLight 

offers. CJ mentioned that one of the models includes cloud services to cooperate with aging technology so everything 

does not need to be replaced during the construction of the fiber system. 

CJ and Shawn provided a history of the company and their previous acquisitions and transformations since the 1990s, 

including their ownership of the 3-ring binder in Maine. 

Bob mentioned that Waldoboro residents always have an issue regarding the price. Bob pointed out that—while 

businesses in the downtown have purchased fiber—many residents have opted for Charter/Spectrum because their price 

was lower; CJ said that FirstLight always models their plans for commercial businesses and are rather new for residential 

users. CJ gave Biddeford Mills as an example that has a local network for all their tenants that provide a good take rate 

and additional income for the owner. 

Reuben mentioned that people in this area are expecting services that are at least in triple digits for download speeds; CJ 

mentioned that most providers have servers far away that make the speeds not as impressive as local networks; Shawn 

mentioned that FirstLight is likely not the ideal group in terms of price when comparing download speeds. 

Reuben asked the Committee if talks should continue; Richard said that if the service cannot compete with the current 

providers (Spectrum and LCI), then it likely will not be as accepted by the general population. CJ mentioned that their 

carriers and partners—who could not be in attendance—would be better to address the pricing and service models and 

would ask for FirstLight to be invited back to another CTC meeting to provide more information on this. Reuben and Robert 

believe one more meeting could be beneficial to see if there is a way to improve the existing dark fiber that runs through 

Waldoboro. Shawn said that if the Committee would like to speak more in the future, they just need a notice so their 

carriers can attend the next meeting. Max asked what information he would need by next meeting; Shawn said to just 

pick three areas that would be ideal for expansion and near the existing dark fiber line; Max said he would like to make a 

loop of the Kalers Corner/Route 1/Jefferson Street area due to the mix of commercial and residential properties. Shawn 

mentioned that one anchor client—such as a business park—is usually what is needed to pay for an expansion. Shawn 

gave an example for a Portland client that paid for the expansion, and it allowed anyone along the expansion path to 
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benefit. For that example, they used to have Charter/Spectrum and now half of the business park in Portland use their 

service. 

Richard asked if FirstLight has dealt with regional systems. Richard pointed out that the immediate area is rather small 

group compared to other communities; CJ gave an example in Hallowell that will use a wireless service to a portion in 

town. Another example is a similar model being done in downtown Freeport near the outlet center. The last example is a 

high school in Hermon that has a closet containing the data equipment and a pipe being sent out to nearby locations, 

which was roughly a $300,000 project with ongoing monthly payments. 

It was agreed that Max would gather the information and schedule a future meeting with FirstLight. 

(Members from FirstLight left) 

 

4. Chapel Updates 

Bob said the last thing he heard was that CMP was going to start replacing the poles by November; Reuben added that 

the poles that will be replaced have already been marked and he had to get some clarity for why some poles had to be 

replaced. Reuben said that the poles being replaced is the farthest the Town has gotten with this program, but also does 

not want to be overly optimistic. 

 

5. ConnectME Planning Grant 

Richard attended the meeting from the Authority and chose not to stay for the whole meeting as it was just going over 

the basics. No other member was in attendance because of scheduling conflict. Max said he chose not to attend since the 

grant was more about hiring consultants rather than building out the infrastructure. 

Bob asked if the grant would be applicable to the model proposed by FirstLight to create a full-service network that would 

be supported by payments; Max said the grant might work for research, but the deadline is also fast approaching with 

little time to do it. 

 

6. Next Meeting 

Max said the next regularly scheduled meeting is December 7 at 5:30pm. 

Note: Members could not meet for the meeting due to end of year workloads. 

 

7. ADJOURN 


